HORMOZ ENERGY RESUME
Hormoz Energy company affiliated to Shahed Company and
its stock belong to martyrs valuable families , wives and
children . This company is active in field of trading
,transiting and exporting various oil products and have two
sites in stocking and saving various oil products totally in
capacity of 82000 cubic Meter which includes 41000 Cubic
Meter in name of S.T.C located in Persian Gulf Ship Building
Economic Zone .( Two 15000 Tanks ,One 5000 Tank and Two
3000 Cubic Meter Tanks ,one operation and administrative
building , one guarding site , one warehouse and one repair
workshop ) and 41000 Cubic Meter in name of coastal
Traffic Site ( Traffic Saheli Site ) in Shahid Rajaee Pier .
Two 15000 Tank , one 5000 Tank ( Floating Roof ) and two
3000 Cubic Meter Tanks and also two operational and
administrative buildings , one Guarding site , one
warehouse and one repair workshop ).
It is possible to store and release the fuel from tanker to
Tanks and shooting it to ship in both sites.

This company is dedicated to manage fuel operation
according to facilities, technologies and existing
infrastructure in order to gain organizational goals and give
a good service to target society (Martyrs esteemed Families)
to fulfill the country's macro perspective in year of Economic
resistance , production and employment.
According to the importance of operational background
and introducing our potentials and facilities please take a
look at the followings:
In year 1393 , this company changed its main branch from
Tehran to Bandar Abbas Shahid Rajaee Economic zone to
use the benefits of custom exemption of economic zone.
The office has been registered in Bandar Abbas by No.15061
and the last changes of board of directors changed from 5
members in to 3 members.
The number of staff in Tehran are 20 and 37 personnel are
working in Bandar Abbas.

The facilities to receive , transfer and storage are including
two S.T.C sites and Traffic Saheli Co. in capacity of 82000
Cubic Meter which was described in details. This company
has a contract to rent a ship from Daryaban Iran Kish South
and has a contract with Bana Gostar Karane to rent and use
the facilities and installations in BandarAbbas which has
been confirmed by ports and Maritime organization.
This contract is including using the piers to shuffle the ship
and pipes to shoot fuel in to the ship.

Regarding the operational function of the company all the
SWAP contracts between the year 86 to 91 with National Oil
Products Distribution Company are available in the office.
Tehran office is located in NO.10 , 4th floor , Sam Street and
the whole portion of this building belong to this company.

Hormoz Energy in form of Consertium with NOUGAM (
Subtraction of Mellat Bank ) had the bunkering permission
till the end of 1395 and from the year 1396 requested for
separated and solitary bunkering license from National
Iranian Oil Company which the file of this specific request is
under procedure.

